.
Payroll is an essential part of business, playing an important role in
compensating your greatest asset - hardworking employees. PaysOnline is a
managed payroll service and our team of payroll specialists have been helping
clients process pays the way they should be since 1995. Outsourcing your
payroll can help your business in several ways. Here we have compiled a list of
the Top 10 reasons why companies recommend outsourcing your payroll to
PaysOnline.
Cost Effective

Empower Your Employees

Processing your payroll “in-house”
can be costly with many factors to
consider; from recruiting and
training costs, to outlying a full-time
salary, completing payroll internally
can
quickly
drain
valuable
resources.
Outsourcing
to
PaysOnline means a reduction in
costs and an increase in expertise.
For a bespoke solution suitable for
your business - request a meeting
with one of our solution specialists.

The PaysOnline platform empowers
your employees by enabling them to
stay in charge of their information.
Employees can update and keep
track of their personal information
using our Employee Self Service
(ESS). The PaysOnline console is
available 24 hours a day - 7 days a
week - and can be accessed from
anywhere in the world – with an
internet connection of course!

Efficiency

Cut down on paper wastage and
eliminate the hassle of paper files by
securely storing your employee’s
data in our PaysOnline cloud-based
system. With PaysOnline, you can
take comfort in knowing that your
employee’s personal information is
stored securely and with care. The
PaysOnline solution also draws its
information from a single data
source – from HR to Hours worked –
we ensure the data is as accurate as
it can be.

Perfect payroll processing takes
time and attention to detail. With an
ever-evolving regulatory climate,
rushing to complete your payroll
isn’t best practice and can lead to
mistakes and compliance issues.
PaysOnline’s Best Practice Solution
grants your business access to our
team of payroll experts and
advanced technology meaning your
payroll will be processed as it
should.

Secure Storage of Data

Backed by a Team of Experts

Accuracy

PaysOnline have been making payroll
deadset boringly correct for over 20 years.
We relieve you of the pressure of paying
your employees, meaning you can focus
your attention back to where it really
matters - your business. Backed by a team
of experienced payroll experts you can
rest assured that help is only a phone call
away if needed.

PaysOnline streamlines the payroll
process by offering clients several ways
to collect employee’s hours worked and
transferring this data into the
timesheets
automatically.
The
PaysOnline solution greatly reduces
errors, time theft, and miscalculation of
hours.

All businesses - big or small
Whether you’re a business with as many
as 5,000 employees, or a small business
with only 1 employee; PaysOnline can
tailor a payroll solution for you.
Compliance by Design
Payroll and Compliance go hand in hand.
With ever changing rules and regulations,
the Australian payroll climate can be
intimidating
to
even
the
most
experienced. Our team of payroll
professionals live and breathe payroll and
are experienced in Australian regulation
and legislation; this means you can trust
that PaysOnline is helping your business
remain compliant.

On Demand Reporting - Data at your
Fingertips
With access to over 250 different
reports, PaysOnline enables you to
make changes when and where you
need them. The PaysOnline reporting
and enquiry centre gives you access to
reports including Pay Details, Pay Totals,
Payslips, Bank Transfers, Employee
Audit Data, and Pay Total Reconciliation
just to name a few.
Ease of use
When clients sign up to PaysOnline they
aren’t left confused by outdated
technology and hard to navigate
dashboards. Users are guided through
implementation by their designated
payroll expert who teaches them
everything necessary to run their payroll
as efficiently as possible.

“Switching to PaysOnline has turned our previous payroll
nightmare into a fast, efficient payroll system. The way it
should be! Not only do we save time each week on processing
and paying staff, we are also saving as the cost is less than our
previous provider! Thank You PaysOnline.”
Rob Hook – Autobarn Browns Plains

See how PaysOnline’s Best Practice Solution can
help your business. Request a meeting at
www.paysonline.com.au

